Technology you can rely on!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
SLAB ROLLER PW 600
UNPACK:

Remove the packing material and put aside the hand wheel and the small parts (allen key 6 mm, 2 cranks, 1 black blind
plug). Loosen the allen screws at the fixation bar for the linen sheets and remove the protection film. Unpack the legs
and hand wheel.

ASSEMBLE:

Tilt the slab roller to one side and push the legs in as far as possible. Fasten the screws with the included allen key.
Remove the protection film from the short shaft for the hand wheel and pick up the allen screw and washer. Place the
hand wheel onto the shaft so that tongue and groove are aligned. Push in the hand wheel and fasten the screw and
washer. Seal the boring with the included blind plug.
Screw the small cranks into the black adjustment wheels of the slab roller and fasten them carefully.
Loosen the red wing screw (transport protection) in the hand wheel section until the roller’s drive mechanism can be
moved freely!
Always fasten the transport protection if you want to transport your slab roller; moving rollers can cause injuries!

OPERATION:

Make sure that the roller is adjusted to the same height at both sides when you roll the clay. Place the clay in between
the linen sheets and roll it to the desired thickness in small steps.

CLEANING:

We recommend cleaning the machine immediately after use with a moist cloth. If the clay has already started to dry, you
can wet it again and then remove it with a cloth after a short while. Do not use metal objects to scrape off the clay. Do
not use solvents.

MAINTENANCE:

The drive mechanism of the slab roller PW 600 is maintenance-free, please apply a drop of oil to the height adjustment
shaft as necessary.

INFORMATION:

Additional linen sheets can be ordered at any time.

